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Revision of 2050 Targets for Environmental Vision

Under our corporate principle of helping enrich the lives of people as an integrated logistics company, we are

taking on the mission of blue seas for the and engaging in environmental efforts. In June 2020,

we announced a revised version of the LINE Environmental Vision 2050, which set decarbonization and

aiming for zero environmental impact as the two main factors for our targets, and are advancing initiatives.

As 2030 interim milestones, we have adopted the target of improving CO2 emission efficiency by 50%

compared to 2008, exceeding the 40% target set by the International Maritime Organization, a specialized

agency of the United Nations, have already introduced LNG-fueled carriers, and are also working to introduce

various energy-efficiency technologies, such as wind power propulsion (Seawing).

We will continue steadily moving forward, as we have been doing, with the action plan for 2030 that is set out

in the revised version of the LINE Environmental Vision 2050. We initially set our 2050 target as reducing

GHG emissions by 50%, the same as the IMO. However, as we see that global climate change countermeasures

need to be addressed by the international society as a whole, we are taking on the challenge of raising our target

even further to net-zero GHG emissions by 2050.

In the second half of the 2020s, we aim to introduce zero-emission vessels powered by new fuels, and will not

only reinforce initiatives for reducing our in-house GHG emissions but also actively support projects aimed at a

decarbonized society. These initiatives include support vessels for projects related to the renewable energy field,

such as offshore wind power, transportation of new energy sources, such as hydrogen and ammonia, and carbon

capture and storage (CCS) transportation. I believe that supporting and promoting decarbonization of society,

such as the concepts mentioned above, is a major opportunity to open up new domains for the shipping business.

The LINE Group will put its full effort into the decarbonization of the Company and society with the aim

of achieving a sustainable society and enhance corporate value.
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New Challenges for 2050



Aim for Net-Zero GHG Emissions 
by 2050
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Support the decarbonization of society
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